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About This Game

Warring Universe is a simple and endless game.
In this game you control a spaceship located on a battlefield where you will have to survive as much as possible. Enemy forces

can spawn anywhere inside the battle arena.
The enemies can have different behaviors and different ways of attacking you, some of them can shoot the bullets, some will try

to crush into your spaceship like kamikaze.
Your goal, apart from surviving as much time as possible, is to shoot as much enemies as you can and get a score as high as you

can.
When you shoot down the enemy spaceship don't forget to collect yellow stars. You can use that stars to upgrade your spaceship

speed, health, bullet damage, and bullet shooting speed.

As it progress it becomes harder and harder because enemies become more powerful, that makes Warring Universe a game that
needs great intensity, and that will require concentration if you want to have big records.
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